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COLOR THEORY: ITS EVOLUTION OVER TIME
JOANA NUNES

CONTEXTUALIZATION

There is no blue without yellow and without orange, 
and if you put in the blue, then you must put in the 
yellow and orange too, mustn’t you?
 - Vicent Van Gogh

Over the years, art and visual culture in general 
have undergone major changes, especially in the 
way they create content and their organization, as 
evidenced by author Ernst Gombrich “The ancient 
world certainly saw the evolution of art mainly 
as a technical progress, the conquest of that skill 
in mimesis, in imitation, that was considered the 
basis of art.”1 New points of view and concepts 
have been created that have evolved into what is 
now considered art and culture, a type of complete 
environment that basically dictates the perception of 
the world to society.

The whole history of visual art and visual 
culture tells us that everything is dependent 

on how we view study objects and those around 
us, where everything is a visual representation or 
must have a translation into a visual form. This 
thinking can be positive for the development of new 
perspectives and for the broadening of the discipline 
of study itself as we know it. Given this, sometimes 
the association of symbols and colors is not done 
in the best way, ie there is a reason for colors to be 
associated with certain situations and times.

Visual culture is everywhere, not limited to the 
media, from casual family photos to large museum 
exhibitions, to society. In this way, it is not possible 
to imagine our world without images being present 
everywhere.

Taking this point into consideration, it is possible 
to understand the concept point of view, where 
there are increasingly situations that require visual 
representations to portray an idea or concept with 
each passing day. Today’s society lives on the 
premise of creating visual images to represent the 
ideas they have within their minds. The amount of 
information humans, like being civilized, are exposed 

to due to frequent contact with various types of 
visual information is enormous. Extreme contact with 
this information reflects in people’s minds, ideas that 
can be given from color, which in turn can be used as 
symbols of something larger. People unconsciously 
retain part of what is displayed or visualized in their 
routine, as can be seen in the following transcript 
“He wants to show the appearance of objects as they 
did not intervene, or at least intervened only vaguely, 
or not daily life of any ordinary man who is normally 
preoccupied with all sorts of other thing at the 
moment his eye light upon any object.”2, ie the color 
and its meaning is stored in the human brain when 
it did not expect this to happen. All the little tasks of 
everyday life, all the images we observe, penetrate 
into us meanings that we do not know but are able to 
associate indirectly.

This huge visualization of images is not 
necessarily bad, because it is with constant 
work and appreciation that quality can improve, 
but it is unnecessary to underestimate the size, 
capacity, scope and above all the ability of the 
images themselves to convey information. itself, 
thus perfectly summarizing the problem of lack of 
awareness of the impact of images.

THE COLOR OVER TIME

To understand the color of this age and how it 
was applied, it is essential to understand the age 
itself. Romanticism was a period defined by the 
dramatization and staging of everything that was 
done. Naturally this was reflected not only in their 
livelihood, but also in what they were doing, such as 
their fantasy costumes that seemed to come out of 
a romantic movie, the emergence of early fantasy-
related themes like Dracula, and especially the way 
they painted.

The painting was staged and prepared as if 
it were always mythical and magical, “What is 
remarkable here is less the association of the 
symbolic with the esoteric or the supernatural than 
the classification of the works as symbolic based on 
the fact that they have symbols as object.”3 Although 
at this time there was still no talk of color studies, or 
of color theories associated with multiple symbolism, 
colors were thought of and prepared to correspond 
with this romantic idealization.

The color in this way is meant to be linked 
to positive, romantic, elegant moods with slight 
erudite touches. Since at this time only the richest 
could have access to art, only the rich could know 

below:  The Entombment of Atala; Chactas the Indian and Father Aubry are burying Ata-
la, heroine of Chateaubriand’s novel, published in 1801. Everything about this funerary 
elogy - the Christian subject, the exotic setting, intense emotions - must have appealed 
to those who, on the fringes of David’s rigor, remained attached to the sacred, to nature 
and sentiment.

above: Surrealist Painting Oil Painting
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various color palettes and in turn understand their 
symbols more easily, “What really counts is not any 
relationship to something else, not what the picture 
symbolizes, but what it is in itself - what its own 
intrinsic qualities are”4, that is, what really matters is 
not the relation of color to drawing, not what drawing 
symbolizes, but what that color says about itself, 
about its intrinsic qualities. 

It was no coincidence that the most common 
colors used in romanticism were pastel shades, and 
with a large discrepancy in the color palette. This 
means that pastel shades symbolize an entry into a 
dream, a fantasy that was one of the main features 
of romanticism, but to better emphasize this feature, 
there was an abusive use of dark and light tones to 
add drama to situations that want to be highlighted 
in the scenes. frames. In this way the message was 
conveyed not only by design, but also by the use 
of color itself. The main fanciful shades are blues, 
purples and pinks, which can be used in many 
different shades, each type of tone equals a more 
specific meaning. So what sets a tone too is the rest 
of the colors and compositions, a color within a color 
palette can mean a lot and nothing at the same time.

Apart from color, another factor that highlights 
the romantic enchantments of this type of painting 
is the contrast between light and dark. The goal was 

to use these two neutral colors to highlight 
facets of the painted characters. While used 

in a balanced way, the works had a mythological and 
magical air. But if for some purposeful or accidental 
reason the works were abused by white, the symbol 
of light, or black, the symbol of shadow, these might 
look like paintings with a divine purpose or darker 
paintings, or that enhance negative qualities.

Initially when the images began to be portrayed, 
any and all images were captured without the 
presence of color. This new perspective has 
completely changed man’s view of his known 
reality. Although not a pure reality, it was its reality. 
Although in the nineteenth century there were 
color portraits, and other paintings using color, 
photography was the revolution of the time. And 
while color concepts were not scientifically studied 
again, experts within the art industry had some 
sensitivity to these notions of color.

Every artist knew that, symbolically, people 
unconsciously associated color with symbols. Thus, 
the lack of color in the photographs, despite being 
something innovative and that pleased the release 
of this innovation, was not something that thanks 
to all people and much less to stay around. For 
color represents emotions, as seen earlier in this 
same article, its absence also represents emotions, 
emotions that are linked to more negative moods, 

above: Mountain landscape art Filealbert Bierstadt – Rocky Mountain landscape
oposite: Artistic Dance, Campina Ballet Company, 2019 theater play
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“Despite these nuances, the absence of natural 
color in these photographs evoked the absence of the 
subject who had been there in full color before one’s 
eyes when the image was made.”5

Like many centuries before this one, if we 
briefly forget the existence of an image as we know 
it (which Aristoteles explains in his third book of 
rhetoric), speaking only of what belongs to painters, 
or the people who through color or other visible 
and available means, may represent something 
visual other than the image in favor of something 
else, we can notice that “In the second century, 
Philostratus, who was interested in the power of 
magic, challenged Plato’s negative view, writing that 
even when an image is made only of skin (shadow) 
and eyes (light) and has no color or substance, it can 
still convey likeness and possess form, intelligence, 
and - interestingly - modesty and bravery.”6, this is 
still achievable with black and white photography, 
although at this time, with the evolution of the 
times, black and white photography is a technology 
innovation but a setback in that touches the field of 
color.

In this way, it was possible to observe for hours 
a living nature without having the same feeling about 
it, because the color was only reduced to a sad scale 
of black and white with some shades of gray in the 

middle. A field of sunflowers, which shines 
in the sun throughout the day, has a special 

magic in a painting that it cannot have in a 
photograph. In a painting their tones range 
from greens to blues, to yellows and golds, in a 
photograph these warm and vibrant tones become 
cold and gray, looking all the same, the only form of 
variation is in the gray scale, this is what It is used to 
distinguish a sunny day from a cloudy day and so on.

Color once again fulfills one goal, and its absence 
fulfills another, in which case I cannot consider 
black and white as an absence of color, but rather 
as another color palette not so widely applied to the 
overall image. Because? Because each color has a 
meaning and if as proven before there is a meaning in 
what they consider colorlessness, then that absence 
cannot be an absence but a color whose function 
is to allow the visibility of the image but to convey 
sensations and emotions. that not only modify it, but 
ascribe another value and meaning to it.

Nowadays, there are several scientific studies 
related to color, from which it can be concluded that 
after studying so much about other historical epochs 
and periods, color and its symbolism have indeed had 
a great evolution over time. In the first centuries after 
Christ, the color applied in painting was only seen by 
the high society, nowadays the color surrounds our 
days, everywhere there are images and consequently 

above: The Harvest, Lumiar, 1884 by Silva Port House - Museu Anastácio Gonçalves
oposite: Creating a contrast between colors in living nature, with the assumption of 
highlighting the red rose in its surroundings. Picture of 2019
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they are full of colorful visual elements. draw our 
eyes towards you.

Color has also expanded to other areas, and 
not only in terms of painting or photography, the 
garments are full of patterns and bright colors, or

“Despite these nuances, the absence of natural 
color in these photographs evoked the absence of the 
subject who had been there in full color before one’s 
eyes when the image was made.”5

Like many centuries before this one, if we 
briefly forget the existence of an image as we know 
it (which Aristoteles explains in his third book of 
rhetoric), speaking only of what belongs to painters, 
or the people who through color or other visible 
and available means, may represent something 
visual other than the image in favor of something 
else, we can notice that “In the second century, 
Philostratus, who was interested in the power of 

magic, challenged Plato’s negative view, 
writing that even when an image is made only 

of skin (shadow) and eyes (light) and has no color or 
substance, it can still convey likeness and possess 
form, intelligence, and - interestingly - modesty and 
bravery.”6, this is still achievable with black and white 
photography, although at this time, with the evolution 
of the times, black and white photography is a 
technology innovation but a setback in that touches 
the field of color.

In this way, it was possible to observe for hours 
a living nature without having the same feeling about 
it, because the color was only reduced to a sad scale 
of black and white with some shades of gray in the 
middle. A field of sunflowers, which shines in the sun 
throughout the day, has a special magic in a painting 
that it cannot have in a photograph. In a painting 
their tones range from greens to blues, to yellows 
and golds, in a photograph these warm and vibrant 

tones become cold and gray, looking all the same, the 
only form of variation is in the gray scale, this is what 
It is used to distinguish a sunny day from a cloudy 
day and so on.

Color once again fulfills one goal, and its absence 
fulfills another, in which case I cannot consider 
black and white as an absence of color, but rather 
as another color palette not so widely applied to the 
overall image. Because? Because each color has a 
meaning and if as proven before there is a meaning in 
what they consider colorlessness, then that absence 
cannot be an absence but a color whose function 
is to allow the visibility of the image but to convey 
sensations and emotions. that not only modify it, but 
ascribe another value and meaning to it.

Nowadays, there are several scientific studies 
related to color, from which it can be concluded that 
after studying so much about other historical epochs 
and periods, color and its symbolism have indeed had 
a great evolution over time. In the first centuries after 
Christ, the color applied in painting was only seen by 
the high society, nowadays the color surrounds our 
days, everywhere there are images and consequently 
they are full of colorful visual elements. draw our 

eyes towards you.
Color has also expanded to other areas, and 

not only in terms of painting or photography, the 
garments are full of patterns and bright colors, or 
paler according to one’s taste. Everyone receives 
color information through the process of looking at 
or viewing an object. And consequently the symbolic 
context of color also becomes more complex. A 
color has ceased to have some meanings to have 
thousands of them depending on its use, its symbols 
spread to a perspective with an absurdly huge grain 
of assumption. For example, a person in simple 
red clothing usually means sensuality, if it is a lace 
lingerie, for example, it has the meaning of seduction 
or attraction in a more sexual sense, however if it 
is a painting by a child or The meaning of using red 
already means love or life.

One color means many meanings and all different 
according to their use, ”furthermore, the very 
distinction between internal and external properties 
is a notoriously muddled one. Presumably the 
colors and shapes in a picture must be considered 

above: Flower shade, texture and color against human skin

below: Abstract painting
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internal”7, ie the distinction between internal and 
external properties is confusing. However colors and 
shapes are mostly considered as internal properties 
of an image. Contemporary society has adorned 
itself with the evolution of studies of color theory 
and of the evolution of color itself and of its intrinsic 
meanings, “Some results of a study of the theory of 
symbols, may help to clarify such moot matters as 
the role of symbolism in art and the status as art of 
the “found objects” and so-called “conceptual art.”8

Nowadays color also survives on its own, with 
the coming of the concept of abstract, there was a 
revolution in terms of drawing and the image itself, 
this kind of painting that seems to represent nothing, 
can represent everything in a single trace of color, 

like a feeling, or an emotion, or even an idea. 
The important thing again is to have the ability 

to forget the notion of image for a moment, thus 
being able to represent something visual different 
from the image in favor of something else, another 
meaning and other ideologies that through drawing 
were not possible to represent.

FUTURISTIC EXPECTATIONS ON CHROMATIC EVOLUTION

However, what has already been done in terms 
of color, its theories, studies, applications and 
symbolism, and taking into account its historical 
evolution not only over the present years, but also 
over the various decades for which our history has 
In the past, it becomes quite complex to speak or try 
to predict the direction of the use of color for future 
times.

As already mentioned throughout this article, 
the human being began to deal with color through 

painting. But it was not limited to just having this 
support as base, I wanted to cover more areas and 
go further. Concerns about color were not only 
aesthetic or superficial, they went further. Even 
without a conscious and firm theory behind the 
chromatic pattern of symbolism used, people knew 
of it, painters used it to color and fill their works with 
brilliant meanings hidden in the drawing. The color 
has lasted over the decades, reaching to this day with 
uses very different from those it had at the beginning 
of time, even before romanticism, before Gothic, 
before the Romans, its use comes from the time 
when berries were used. to color the rock paintings. 

According to the pattern of evolution, from 
century to century is when the greatest evolutions 

take place, in other words, when and the most 
important evolutions take place. Given that the 

era in which we live was marked by the generation 
of influencers and social networks, I can assume that 
the greatest color revolution will take place within 
this area. And here two hypotheses arise.

The first, which is possibly the most remote 
and difficult to happen, is the fall of social networks 
and the saturation of the internet market and the 
exploitation of the continuous connection of people, 
and with it, color and color state, how their theories 
remain as we know them, where they tend to evolve 
more and more in terms of color survival on its own, 
with its intrinsic values   without the need for human-
designed accompaniment in manual design.

above: Abstract acrylic painting on canvas with mixed technique
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The second, and most likely to happen, is with 
the expansion of the internet, social networks 
and young people betting their futures on these 
increasingly working media, color tends to to 
become increasingly aggressive, by the influx of 
people who frequent this type of virtual interface, 
in a first approach to the subject. In a second 
phase, by the tiredness of the visual and the 
saturation of the images, they will tend to be 
mostly less aggressive and more minimalistic, and 
by this I mean that the use of light and soothing 
colors will be increasingly used. And in view of 
the growing generations of young people who are 
betting on this market, the tendency is to abandon 
the old habits of cognitive association of intrinsic 
meanings in terms of color and their theories, for 
a new adaptation of what is really meant as based 
on the principles of digital media. In this way, 
color would cease to survive on its own with the 
values   we know, but it would be combined with 
other multimedia factors that in the contemporary 
era we live in cannot be achieved by the strong 
bond we have with the past.

So, little by little, we all have to be more 
unpleasant of the old to create something new, 
that is, we as intelligent beings are able to evolve 
and learn from history, but sometimes we need a 
push to jump One more room. Sometimes we who 
follow the evolution of technology since childhood 
cannot let us be influenced. We must be the 
current generation to encourage the climate of 
change, which has already begun. The drawing 
is no longer present only on paper, today it is 
drawn on graphics, computers and Ipads, and who 
speaks in drawing, speaks in color. Children are 
encouraged by their siblings to take crayons and 
paint, to take tablets and to color the thousand 
stories they love so much. Right now there are 
hundreds of color-only apps, I myself have three 
or four apps that I consider as games to entertain 
me while I wait for something. Color is not just 
a visual element, it is already used as a mode of 
entertainment and fun without us being aware of 
it.

Finally, it would also be interesting to say 
that color may simply cease to exist as something 
physical and tangible, with the evolution of 
new technologies and halographic equipment, 
perhaps in the not so distant future, color does 
not begin to change its course. something 
more technological like halographic systems. 
The simplicity and ability of it to unfold into a 

thousand things has always surprised 
the story and it was not at this point that 

it would cease to exist, why? Because color is 
merely something illusory that takes hold of the 
waves and the form of reflection of the human 
eye, which in turn interprets it according to its 
perception of its reality.

oposite: Bright publicity. Striper created with strong, flashy lights
below: Makeup combined with a cat’s eye silhouette by Flora Borsi
following: Fantasy vector illustration with contrasting color,W by Qing Han
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